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1. Introduction 

Most people who are introduced to Blaise soon become aware of the questionnaire language and its 
capabilities. They start to develop questionnaires and hope to start collecting data. Before long they 
realise that they will need to draw on the other components of the Blaise software to help them load the 
input data, extract the output data and in many cases help them to manage and run the survey.  
 
If they have their own survey infrastructure they may look at the Blaise API and its features. But not 
every organisation has the infrastructure or skilled staff to work with the Blaise API. That is usually the 
first time when they think that Manipula may help, so they may turn to the Online Assistant or the 
Manipula Setup Wizard. 
 
For many people using the Blaise software, the Manipula Setup Wizard is their first exposure to the 
Manipula language and capability. However, the Wizard only handles some simple data conversions. 
There is much more to Manipula than is found in the Wizard. In particular there is a whole suite of 
statements and functionality that has been added to Manipula, called Maniplus. 
 
Maniplus has been a feature of Blaise since version III and it has been extended with every release since 
then. Maniplus now provides comprehensive functionality which can enable full systems to be developed 
with little reliance on other software. This paper will highlight some of the features of Manipula-Maniplus 
that make it an excellent tool for developing systems.  
 
This paper is not aimed at replacing or competing with the comprehensive documentation in the Blaise 
Online Assistant but will just highlight useful features that some people may not be aware of to encourage 
you to give it a go.  

2. Basic description of Manipula-Maniplus 

Manipula is a processing language that can be used to carry out manipulations of Blaise and other data 
files (ASCII, XML, OLEDB). It can combine data, derive new data, sort records, define filters, and 
perform complex computations.  
 
A basic Manipula program consists of a list of settings, datamodels and file definitions followed by some 
processing logic which is contained within a MANIPULATE step which contains the main program logic. 
The program logic can be extended with a PROLOGUE, SORT and/or a second MANIPULATE step for 
text file processing. Additional functionality can be obtained using PROCEDURE sections which are 
called from either of the MANIPULATE steps. 
 
The Maniplus language encompasses almost all of the Manipula language with extended statements that 
provide for interaction with the operator (through dialogs or menus) as well as the ability to call other 
programs, file management and other special functionality.  
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A Maniplus program commences with the keyword PROCESS and the main processing logic is contained 
within the MANIPULATE step. Flexibility is obtained within Maniplus through the use of 
PROCEDUREs or calls to other programs.  

3. Blaise datamodel awareness 

The overriding advantage of using Manipula or Maniplus is the ability to interact directly with Blaise 
datamodels. To access any Blaise file you just need to mention the relevant datamodel in the USES 
section and associate it with the corresponding file (INPUTFILE, OUTPUTFILE, UPDATEFILE etc). 
The file can be a native Blaise data file or one that can be accessed using OLEDB Information file (BOI 
file). The latter capability is part of the Datalink features of Blaise Components (licensed separately). 
 
Text files (ASCII, ASCIIRELATIONAL, FIXED, XML) can also be accessed using a Blaise datamodel 
but that datamodel can be defined locally (within the program) rather than separately, if so desired. 

4. Some auto-execute features of Manipula 

Manipula was developed to make some basic processing easy to do. For that reason there are some auto-
execute features of Manipula. I will call them AUTOread, AUTOcopy and AUTOwrite. The first two of 
these are settings which you can change to YES or NO. The last is not a setting but a behaviour outcome 
if you leave out the MANIPULATE step. 
 
These auto-execute features can make the programming of Manipula quite easy, provided that you know 
they are active (or not). They can, however, be a source of confusion for inexperienced programmers 
which is why I suggest that the AUTOREAD and AUTOCOPY settings should be specified with their 
relevant setting at the top of the program, even if you are using the default settings. 
 
In Maniplus AUTOREAD is always set to No, so file reading is your responsibility. That can readily be 
handled using READNEXT and the REPEAT UNTIL logic: 
 

Infile.OPEN 
REPEAT 
   Infile.READNEXT 
   <other statements> 
UNTIL Infile.LASTRECORD  

 
AUTOCOPY is a great feature that copies the input fields automatically to the output fields with 
matching names, immediately after reading the record (by any method). This means that most data 
transfer can happen “automatically”. Blaise does this by connecting the matched fields. Individual Blaise 
files can be withheld from the auto-copy feature by turning off by changing the CONNECT setting to NO. 

5. Sort and summarise 

Before I mention the features of Maniplus, I want to mention a useful feature of Manipula which is the 
ability to sort and summarise. This feature only applies to the first ASCII output file in a Manipula Setup. 
Sorting enables you to output your text file in whatever order you like. By adding summary keywords 
such as SUM, MEAN, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM, STDDEV, VARIANCE and MEDIAN to your sort 
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variables you can readily obtain some summary data that can be used for reporting. While the Blaise 
software no longer includes a tabulation component this feature of Manipula allows for some basic 
summary data to be obtained. If you output the data to CSV or Fixed format you can produce some 
simple reports for a system.   

6. Dialogs – the visible interactive part of Maniplus 

The most useful aspect of Maniplus is the addition of Dialog boxes which can be used to interact with the 
operator. Early versions of these were basic but the flexibility has improved greatly over the years. 
 
The dialog boxes can show a list of records, content of fields, text elements and buttons to enable actions 
to be initiated. The elements can be made visible and/or enabled based on Boolean expressions. The 
placement of elements on the screen is done using x,y coordinates that are measured in pixels. 
 
With Dialog boxes it is possible to create a comprehensive interface that can provide the user with access 
to lots of functionality. 
 
Dialog boxes can also contain multiple lookups which can be synchronised by using ‘on change’ 
instructions to refresh the lookup entries. 
 
Some examples are shown here.  
 
Example 1. Typical screen to manage a survey list with action buttons, filters and record counts. 
 

 
 
Buttons and objects are made visible or enabled using Boolean conditions attached to the button: 
 

BUTTON aButton1 VALUE=bAllocA  
   CAPTION='Coder'       

    ENABLED=((aRole<>EMPTY) AND (aOneCoder<>EMPTY)) 
BUTTON aButton1 VALUE=bCHStatus  
    VISIBLE=(aTestMode='ON') 
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Example 2. Small utility screen for code list maintenance. 
 

 
 
Buttons are intended to be used in sequence and outcomes are reported back to the screen. 
 
Example 3. Selector screen showing three synchronised lookups. 
 

 
 
Changing the selection in lookup columns 1 and 2 will cause immediate change in the value of the other 
lookup columns. This is done using temporary files for each lookup and reloading them using 
ONCHANGE to activate a procedure to do the reload: 
 

lookup tmpR 
    size=(150,520) 
    onchange=prc_districts 
lookup tmpD 
    size=(200,520) 
    position=(150,0) 
    onchange=prc_Communities 
lookup tmpC 
    size=(674,520)   
  position=(350,0) 
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Example 4. Screen showing buttons that are color coded for progress. These buttons are displayed using 
a set of graphic images. 
 

 
 
The graphic images are stored in a resource folder and activated using APPEARANCE and SRC options.  
The references to the images are changed by the program so they will differ depending on progress 
through a section: 
 

BUTTON aTryButton SIZE=(175,75) POSITION=(70,50) 
   APPEARANCE = IMAGEBUTTON 
   SRC = "^trybuttonfile[7]" 
   VALUE = bu_s02Land 
   CAPTION = ' '  

7. Menus – less visible but functional 

Another useful aspect of Maniplus is the provision of Menu facilities. These are activated by applying the 
MENU method to a file containing the menu specifications. Selecting from the menu effectively selects 
one of the records from the file. The selection can be tested and actions or procedures activated.  
 
The attributes of each record in the menu file define the action that will happen. 
 
The Blaise Online Assistant and sample files can show you how to implement this feature. 
 
Use of menus is a little limiting because you cannot have them on the same screen them together with 
action buttons. 
 
I must admit that I prefer the Dialog box functionality over the Menus when it comes to building systems 
for inexperienced users because dialogs are more visible and interactive. 

8. Parameters 

The operations of any Manipula program can be tailored through the use of parameters. This is 
particularly useful for passing information from other systems or between programs.  
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The use of parameters makes it easier to break down your system into manageable parts. It enables those 
parts to be developed and tested separately, and sometimes run stand-alone, before integration into a 
system. 
 
Parameters are passed into a Manipula or Maniplus program via one of the command line options (/P). 
Multiple parameters are separated by the ‘;’ character.  
 
Parameters are accessed using the PARAMETER function with a reference to the parameter number. It is 
useful to set some default values in case the parameters are not invoked.  Code like this can be put at the 
top of the MANIPULATE step: 
 

{Check parameters for system settings} 
IF PARAMETER(4)<>'' THEN 
   aTestMode := PARAMETER(4) 
ELSE 
   aTestMode := 'OFF' 
ENDIF 

 
Aside from the user defined parameters, Manipula also has a system PARAMETER(0) which returns the 
name of the program and path which is executing the Manipula/Maniplus Setup. For example: 
 

aManiProgram:=PARAMETER(0) 

 
on my computer this returns: 
 

C:\Program Files\StatNeth\Blaise 4.8 Enterprise\Bin\Manipula.exe   

 
This result can conveniently be used to extract the path to enable Maniplus to call other Blaise 
executables like the B4CPars.EXE or CAMELEON.EXE. 

9. Command Line options and Command Line options File (BCF) 

In addition to parameters the command line can also be used to affect changes to the way that the 
Manipula or Maniplus program operates. 
 
You can supply the names of files to be used (using /I and /O or /N), the names of working folders (/W)  
or search paths (/E) and other operational behaviour. In this way the same program can be used to operate 
on different files. For example: 
 

CALL (‘myprog.MSU /CC:\Surveys\Config\General.miw’  
    + ‘ /EC:\Surveys\External /HC:\Surveys\MySurvey’ 
    + ‘ /WC:\Surveys\MySurvey’) 

 

When the command line options become numerous it can be easier to put the options into a small text file 
and reference that file using the command line option of @<filename>. The format of such a file follows 
the style of an INI file with the structure 
 

Option_name=value(s) 
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The full list of Manipula command line options (and others) can be found in the Blaise Online Assistant 
under “Miscellaneous / Command line options”. 
 
A typical use of this feature may be to set the working folder, configuration files and meta search path. 
For example, the above command line settings would look like: 
 

[ManipulaCmd] 
ConfigFile=C:\Surveys\Config\General.miw 
ExternalSearchPath=C:\Surveys\External 
MetaSearchPath=C:\Surveys\MySurvey 
WorkFolder=C:\Surveys\MySurvey 

 
The first line of this file indicates that the settings/options apply to Manipula/Maniplus. 
 
When the Manipula is invoked this file of settings is passed in using @<filename> in the Call to 
Manipula, namely: 
 

CALL (‘myprog.MSU @Myprog.BCF’) 

 
Blaise Command line options file (BCF) goes one step further than parameters or Command lines in that 
they contain the command line and environment settings and/or run parameters for multiple applications 
(eg. for Manipula and DEP at the same time). 
 
A BCF can be created from within a Blaise project by using the Store button at the end of updating the 
Run / Parameters. Of course you can also create one manually. 
 

 
 
The BCF can also be used in conjunction with a Blaise Project File to ensure that the relevant settings are 
applied while developing or testing your project. The BCF can be entered into the Option file entry in the 
Run Parameters screen.  
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Using a BCF means that all the settings are stored in the one file. That BCF can be used in a Windows 
shortcut or in any call to a Manipula program.  
 
Of particular use in these BCF files are the path (or folder) entries which avoid the need to have full path 
references in the names of data files or data models. By setting up different BCF files for Development, 
Test and Production environments you can simply move the application between environments without 
the need to recompile it each time. 
 
Although the BCF file can be created using the Store button the file that it creates is just a text file and 
additional entries can be added if needed.  

10. Using an INI file 

If you have a Maniplus system then parameters can also be passed in at the start but that can make it 
difficult for an operator who doesn’t know what parameter settings to use. This can be resolved by setting 
defaults within the program or by providing a small initialisation text file (*.INI) containing various 
settings that control the system. 
 
An INI file is a text file that contains a list of settings in the form: 

Setting_name=value 
Of course the Manipula program will need to read this file to obtain the settings. That can be done with a 
simple file definition and some logic to read the settings.  
 
For example.  The datamodel, file definition and procedure to read such a file could look like: 
 

USES 
    DATAMODEL mSettings 
       FIELDS 
          ItemName : STRING[20] 
          ItemValue : STRING[200] 
    ENDMODEL 
INPUTFILE 
    fSettings : mSettings ('',ASCII) 
    SETTINGS 
        SEPARATOR='='  OPEN=NO 
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PROCEDURE proc_settings 
  fSettings.OPEN ('TUSDiary_System.ini') 
  fSettings.READNEXT 
  REPEAT 
      IF UPPERCASE(ItemName)='VERSION' THEN 
          aVersion:=ItemValue 
      ELSEIF UPPERCASE(ItemName)='INSTALLER' THEN 
          aInstaller:=UPPERCASE(ItemValue) 
      ELSEIF UPPERCASE(ItemName)='SYSFOLDER' THEN 
          aSysfolder:=ItemValue 
      ELSEIF UPPERCASE(ItemName)='CODERLOCATION' THEN 
          aCoderLocation:=ItemValue 
      ENDIF 
      fSettings.READNEXT 
  UNTIL fSettings.EOF 
  fSettings.CLOSE 
ENDPROCEDURE 

11. Controlling the start-up screen 

When Manipula or Maniplus start-up the system brings up a splash screen. It is possible to change the 
splash screen colours, logo icon and default font through the MANIPULA.MIW file. The Manipula.MIW 
file is based on standard INI file structure.  
 
The following is an example of a typical MIW file that uses full screen, shows a logo and sets the default 
font to bold 12 and has a splash colour gradient from purple to teal: 
 

[Maniplus] 
Maximize=1 
OwnLogo=1 
LogoName=AgencyLogo.bmp 
FontSize=12 
Bold=1 
ColorStart=Purple 
ColorEnd=Teal 
FontName=Arial 

 

This is the first way that you can customise your Manipula/Maniplus processes. 
To find out more lookup “How to use… / Maniplus / Customising a Maniplus Setup” in the Blaise Online 
Assistant. 

12. Running other programs 

Maniplus can run other programs, either through the CALL instructions (for Manipula/Maniplus 
programs) or the RUN instruction which can execute any other type of program. And, of course a 
Maniplus program can be used to call the Data Entry Program (DEP) through the EDIT method.  
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Manipula/Maniplus components can be developed separately and connected to the main program by 
having it CALL those parts. 
 
If non-Blaise programs are needed (eg. STATA or SAS) then they can be called using the RUN 
command. 
 
These features give a Maniplus system lots of flexibility. When the programs you call or run are 
Manipula/Maniplus programs then the system is more homogeneous. More importantly the Blaise files 
that you use or create in one part are directly accessible to the other part of your system. 
 
With the file handling extensions to the RUN function even some of the file management can be handled 
in Maniplus (see next section). 

13. File handling 

In the early implementation of Maniplus the only way to create folders and copy or delete files was to use 
the various command line statements to be executed by the CMD.EXE Windows command line 
interpreter.  
 
From version 4.6 onwards, however, the RUN instruction handles a range of file management commands 
making it much smoother to handle file management tasks. Some of these commands include: 
 

RUN('SETREADONLYFLAG FileName') 
RUN('REMOVEREADONLYFLAG FileName') 
RUN('DELETEFILE FileName') 
RUN('MOVEFILE SourceName TargetName') 
RUN('COPYFILE SourceName TargetName') 
RUN('CREATEDIRECTORY DirName') 
RUN('REMOVEDIRECTORY DirName') 
RUN('DELETEBLAISEFILE  FileName') 
RUN('MOVEBLAISEFILE SourceName TargetName') 
RUN('COPYBLAISEFILE SourceName TargetName') 
RUN('RENAMEBLAISEFILE SourceName TargetName') 
RUN('DISCONNECTBLAISEFILE FileName [ IGNORESESSIONS ]') 
RUN('DISCONNECTDICTIONARY FileName')  

 
Of particular use are the instructions to copy or delete Blaise files because these are aware of all the file 
types which make up a Blaise file. The Blaise datamodel is unaffected when some of these file 
management commands are applied to the data. 
 

{Close the data file before copying} 
fMaster.CLOSE 
fMaster.RELEASE 
{copy the main Blaise data files to another location and name} 
fMaster.COPYDATAFILE(C:\Surveys\Data_Local_'+aIDNumber) 

 
In this example the COPYDATAFILE copies the Blaise data to the new location C:\Surveys  with the 
name Data_Local_<aIDNumber>. 
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14. Zip utilities 

Zip functionality was added to Maniplus with version 4.8 of Blaise. Zip and Unzip operations can now be 
performed seamlessly within a Maniplus application. 
 
For example the following statements Zip the main data file to a backup folder with a date-specific name: 
 

{set up date for zip file names} 
aZipDate:=DATETOSTR(SYSDATE,YYMMDD) 
{set up name of Zip file} 
aFilenameOut:='Backup_Main_'+aZipDate 
 
{set name of HH file to be zipped} 
aFilename:='MasterHH' 
{Prepare exclusion list for Zip files} 
IF NOT (FILEEXISTS('Exclude_zip1.txt')) THEN 
   Proc_CreateExcludes (aFilename,'Exclude_zip1.txt') 
ENDIF 
{Zip main HH file to backup using an exclusion list} 
aResult := ZIPFILES ('"backup\'+aFilenameOut+'.zip" 
         "'aFilename+'.*" /X@Exclude_Zip1.txt') 

 
This example uses a small procedure called Proc_CreateExckudes to create a list of files to be excluded from the 
ZIP process and that file is invoked using the /X@<filename> option.  The procedure is listed here for information: 
 

{Create a file with the list of filetypes which don't need to be put into 
the Zip file} 
PROCEDURE Proc_CreateExcludes 
  PARAMETERS 
    Datafile : STRING 
    Outfile : STRING 
  INSTRUCTIONS 
    fSetup1.OPEN (Outfile) 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bat' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bpf' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bla' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bdm' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bmi' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bxi' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bdv' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bdp' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.bww' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.buf' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.aif' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.adt' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.TextData := Datafile+'.~lk' fSetup1.WRITE 
    fSetup1.CLOSE 
ENDPROCEDURE 
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15. Late binding (or generic setups) 

One issue that can be a problem is that Manipula and Maniplus programs are usually compiled with the 
datamodels that they need to access the various Blaise data files. This means that if you change one of the 
datamodels in any way you will need to recompile the program before you can use it. 
 
Since version 4.8 of Blaise, however,  Manipula can be prepared with the name of the datamodel 
specified as a variable provided on the command line at the time of execution. This feature is known as 
late binding which enables the program to be compiled without knowledge of the datamodel. A program 
which uses this feature is considered to be a generic setup because it can be used with any datamodel 
(provided it is compatible with the statements). 
 
You will be restricted in the kind of statements that can be executed in such a program but it does provide 
the flexibility for creating stand-alone utilities that do not need to be recompiled every time you wish to 
use it. 
 
To use this technique the USES statement will have the VAR option, for example: 
 

USES 
    {instrument metadata is passed as a parameter} 
    mData (VAR) 'xxx' 

 
Then when the program is executed the name of the metadata is passed in using the /K command line 
option: 
 

MakeZipData.MSU /KmData=C:\Surveys\Mysurvey\MasterHH.BMI 

 
With late binding the statements in the Manipula program you can only access fields from those files 
which use the variable meta using GETVALUE / PUTVALUE / GETREMARK / PUTREMARK. These 
statements do not produce an error if the field being accessed does not exist in the datamodel. 
 
For example the statements here read data from a few fields and write values to other fields: 
 

{check the dates and copy status} 
aCopyFlag:=Survey.GETVALUE('xCopyFlag',UNFORMATTED) 
aSurveyDate:=VAL(Survey.GETVALUE('xDateChanged',UNFORMATTED)) 
 
{other statements} 
 
IF aCopyFlag='1' THEN {not copied yet} 
    {update the xCopyFlag on the main survey file} 
    Survey.PUTVALUE ('xCopyFlag','2') {copied} 
    Survey.WRITE 
    {save the OfficeData and update xCopyFlag} 
    OfficeData.WRITE 
    OfficeData.PUTVALUE ('xCopyFlag','2') {copied} 
ENDIF 
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16. Metadata access 

A very useful extension of Maniplus in version 4.8 is the ability to access the metadata of a datamodel 
through a series of GET methods. Some of them are: 
 

GETFIRSTFIELDNAME 
GETNEXTFIELDNAME 
GETNEXTROUTEFIELDNAME 
GETMETAINFO 
GETFIELDINFO  
GETTYPEINFO 

  
With these it is possible to use Maniplus to generate reports or construct other programs (in Manipula or 
other software language) to process Blaise files. 
 
This new feature will eliminate the need to use Cameleon which is good because Cameleon will not be 
available in Blaise 5. 
 
Recently a utility was completed that uses the Metadata extensions of Maniplus to a great extent. It is 
called the Statistical Script Generator and was produced by a collaborative team from the Blaise 
developers (Statistics Netherlands) and some Blaise users. I understand that the utility will be available in 
the next release of Blaise 4.8.4.  
 
This utility can be used to produces a SAS, SPSS or Stata script to read exported Blaise data. It also has 
the functionality to do this for a selection of blocks/fields of a datamodel. 
 
The main screen of this utility is shown here: 
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17. Other features 

Some other extensions of Manipula/Maniplus features which I will mention but I don’t have time to 
describe are:  
 

• It is now possible to define functions using the FUNCTION specification 
• The INTERCHANGE file setting allows sharing of files with the calling process (DEP or 

Maniplus) 
• Maniplus can now interact with the active DayBatch files to add, delete or modify cases through 

various DAYBATCH file methods 

18. Concluding remarks 

Manipula / Maniplus has many features only some of which are described in this paper. Its main strength 
is its ability to handle Blaise files and Blaise metadata, but the functionality has been extended 
considerably over the years. 
 
Manipula/Maniplus is well worth a second look if you are planning to build a system. 
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	I. INTRODUCTION
	As one moves from Blaise 4 to Blaise 5 you see dramatic changes and none more so than in the Blaise Control Centre.  The Blaise 5 Control Centre provides a development environment that dynamically integrates design elements with the application code. ...
	 The Source Editor is used to author and maintain the application code.
	 The Resource Editor allows for the customization of graphical elements such as fonts, texts, media, and most importantly Templates and Resource Sets which are all contained in the Resource Database.
	 The Layout Designer integrates the application code with the design elements of the Resource Database.
	The layout of each question in a questionnaire is made up of one or more Templates.  Templates are constructed from elements such as Grids, Panels, Data Values and Response Values, to get the desired question display. Blaise 5 provides a set of predef...
	A Resource Set is a user defined collection of graphical elements and Templates that are used to create standard layouts within an organization. Resource Sets can be defined to provide baseline support for related categories of surveys, e.g. device ty...
	The combination of the application code for a survey and a given Resource Set comprise a Layout Set. In this manner, a single survey’s application code can be combined with one or several Resource Sets (e.g., one for a web browser and one for an iPad).
	This new feature within Blaise 5, the separation of the survey application code from the presentation and formatting specification, provides new flexibility for deploying a survey for use by different devices and modes with minimum recoding and ease o...
	III. CONVERSION FROM BLAISE 4 TO BLAISE 5
	The application we chose to convert was a multimodal (CATI/CAWI), household survey. We concentrated on the CAWI modifications necessary to produce a working Blaise 5 application since the target platform was the web.
	A. General Steps

	The Blaise 4 to 5 Source Converter tool was the starting point for the code conversion of our application. All that was needed were a few simple parameters entered into the Blaise 4 to 5 Converter dialog, Figure 1
	.
	Figure 1
	For the ‘File name:’ we chose to use the .bpf although we could have used the .bla. In the ‘Source search path:’ we selected folders containing include files, type libraries, procedures and configuration files.
	The converter will then make the changes necessary to run the application under Blaise 5.  We found that some Blaise 4 keywords such as NEWPAGE, NEWLINE and NEWCOLUMN were commented out in the new Blaise 5 code and identified as such in the Output of ...
	Figure 2
	Our application used prepare directives, $MESSAGE, $IFDEF, $IFNDEF, $ELSE and $ENDIF, to distinguish between CATI and CAWI code and these directives were converted. In addition the conditional define from the Blaise 4 Project Options was carried over ...
	B. Lessons Learned
	Once the conversion process was completed we had a Blaise 5 program that could have run without further intervention. However, after preparing the application in Blaise 5, we found that a number of warning messages were generated reflecting the keywor...
	Figure 3
	The warning messages, as shown in Figure 3, for items such as the Layout and alien procedures and their calls can be removed. Be aware that removing items that cause warning messages is an iterative process. If you prefer a cleaner set of code, we rec...


	IV. SUBSEQUENT MODIFICATIONS
	During conversion   Blaise 5 will assign a layout to each question based on the Modelib. It will also use defaults for the number of items on a page, the number of displayed columns for a response, style settings, master page and Resource Set.
	The remainder of this section will describe some of the subsequent modification we made to our application.
	A. Layouts
	Blaise 5 provides the flexibility to create customized views through the use of layout instructions which Blaise 4 did not offer.
	After running the application, as it was initially converted, we noted a number of different field layouts we needed to change. The first item we changed was the number of columns displayed for enumerations. The default is two columns, as shown in Fig...
	Figure 4
	To set the global default number of columns to one we changed the ‘Arrangement’ property in the Resource Database to one column using the Resource Editor, Figure 5.
	The result of the change is shown in Figure 6.
	Figure 6
	The next change is to questions that are used for informational purposes such as welcome screen, interviewer instructions and closing text. Blaise 5 displays as its default not only the question text but also the response. As shown in Figure 6, there ...
	We wanted to remove the ‘Continue’ response because the question is used for informational purposes only and to reduce keystrokes. To remove the ‘Continue’ we changed the FieldPane from ‘Vertical’ to ‘QuestionTextOnly’ as shown in Figure 7.
	Figure 7
	This question’s corresponding structure is pictured in Figure 8. The icon next to the field name AIN.auxWebIntroduction denotes the assigned ‘QuestionTextOnly’ template.
	This resulted in the ‘Continue’ response no longer being displayed as shown in Figure 9.
	Figure 9
	Another change we made was to make an enumerated list into a dropdown list. In this example, Figure 10, we wanted to change the month of a date of birth.
	Figure 10
	To create the dropdown we changed the DataValue Template from the default ‘AnswerList’ to ‘DropDownList’ as shown in Figure 11.
	Figure 11
	This resulted in the enumerated list being changed to a dropdown list, Figure 12.
	Figure 12
	Blaise 5 gives you the ability to change the look of a question by modifying any of the “standard” Templates. In the Resource Editor, you can make a copy of the standard template you want to modify and use this as a starting point. How to make the ver...

	B. Tables
	The concept of tables is to place fields on a page in a structured view. Depending on the instrument’s structure some fields (arrayed blocks) lend themselves to be a table. After the conversion you’ll notice in the Layout Structure, blocks and arrays ...
	Figure 13
	Figure 14
	Figure 15
	Figure 16
	Figure 17
	When working with tables we need to distinguish between ‘Groupable’ and the Group instruction. ‘Groupable’ refers to the contents of blocks and arrays being put into a table format; as opposed to using the Group instruction to manually group related f...
	C. Grouping
	The concept of Grouping is new in Blaise 5. The Blaise 5 Group instruction allows you to tie together related fields in order to allow a horizontal or tabular display and/or a special behavior on the screen. Phone number, full name and date of birth a...
	In our example the first grouping we did was for the child’s date of birth. In the source we grouped the date of birth fields, month, day and year and their applicable rules using the Group instruction, Figure 18.
	GROUP ChildDOBGroup  "What is ^HHChildrenNames.ChildrenNames.Person[pChildPointer].ChildFName's birthdate?"
	FIELDS
	ChildBirthMonth (AIN2460)
	{What is ^HHChildrenNames.ChildrenNames.Person[pChildPointer].ChildFName's birthdate?}
	"<NEWLINE><I>ENTER MONTH</I>"
	: TMonth,DK,RF
	ChildBirthDay (AIN2480)
	"<I>ENTER DAY</I>"
	: TDay,DK,RF {TI1_31}
	ChildBirthYear (AIN2500)
	"<I>ENTER YEAR</I>"
	: TYear,DK,RF {TI1990_2015}
	RULES
	ChildBirthMonth
	IF ChildBirthMonth = RESPONSE AND ChildBirthMonth <> EMPTY THEN
	DoBMonthInteger := ORD(ChildBirthMonth)
	IF (ChildBirthMonth.ORD = 4) OR (ChildBirthMonth.ORD = 6) OR (ChildBirthMonth.ORD = 9) OR (ChildBirthMonth.ORD = 11) THEN
	ValidDay29 := '29'
	ValidDay30 := '30'
	ValidDay31 := ''
	ELSEIF (ChildBirthMonth.ORD <> 2) THEN
	ValidDay29 := '29'
	ValidDay30 := '30'
	ValidDay31 := '31'
	ELSE
	ValidDay29 := '29'
	ValidDay30 := ''
	ValidDay31 := ''
	ENDIF
	ENDIF
	ChildBirthDay
	ChildBirthYear
	ENDGROUP
	In our application we wanted the DOB question text to appear across all three fields. In order to this we moved the question text from the month field to the Text component in the Group instruction.
	The rules in the Group instruction were taken from the Rules section in the application. Inserted in place of the rules in the Rules section of the application is the Group Identifier, ChildDOBGroup.
	As a result of grouping the month, day and year fields, they are now termed a ‘Group’ in the Layout Structure, Figure 19.
	Figure 19
	In order to get the fields to display horizontally we needed to apply a template to the group. We selected the ‘Table: Abreast’ from the Grouping templates in the ribbon which resulted in the three DOB fields being aligned horizontally, Figure 20.
	Figure 20
	Our final step was to replicate the DOB layout across the other DOB instances in the array. This was done by “Promoting” the DOB Group. We first used the ‘Promote instruction scope to block’ to promote the month, day and year fields. Next we promoted ...
	Figure 21
	As another example of grouping we grouped alike questions to form a table. We grouped the questions similar to the date of birth questions but without a Rules section. Then using the ‘Table: OptionList’ from the Groupings on the Ribbon, the table was ...
	Figure 22
	D. Lessons Learned
	1. We found that the Source Converter will automatically insert line breaks (<newline>) at the beginning of the line being new lined. However, if you need to add subsequent line breaks be sure to place them at the beginning of the new line. Adding the...
	2. While testing our application we observed that questions displayed contrary to their conditional statements and that fill strings did not fill until we selected the next page. Answers to a question can influence the visibility or the value of subse...
	In our application we needed to designate the month of the child’s date of birth to be critical so that the appropriate dropdown display of days matched the month selected. For instance April required a display of 30 days, January required 31 and Febr...
	3. After converting the application we found that only one layout set was created which was named ‘Interviewing1’.  It uses the Browser Resource Set. You will have to add other Layout Sets for your target platforms which include the assignment of a Re...


	V. DISTRIBUTING BLAISE 5 TO MOBILE PLATFORMS
	Mobile websites are universally accessible, less expensive to develop and maintain and can accessed by all mobile devices that have a browser. The issue of dealing with deployment to app store and certifications is avoided with a mobile web application.
	There are lots of articles and books on designing web sites for mobile devices but our discussion will focus on taking our Blaise 5 instrument designed for a regular PC browser or a Windows desktop and with the addition of a few layout sets, make it c...
	While this paper focused on the conversion of a Blaise 4 application to Blaise 5 we took the added steps of installing it on a Blaise 5 web server along with Statistics Netherlands’ Trade survey. We used an updated version of the Blaise app written by...
	As mentioned earlier in the Background section Blaise 5 uses Layout Sets (a combination of application code and Resource Set templates) to define the look and feel of a web application on a particular type of device. Blaise 5 provides some standard pl...
	 Windows Desktop
	 Browser
	 iPhone
	 iPad Portrait
	 iPad Landscape
	 AndroidTabletPortrait
	 AndroidTabletLandscape
	The approach taken to make the Blaise 5 survey mobile aware is by using an Adaptive design principle – Which involves using different Resource Sets or UI layouts to suit different types of mobile device browsers. The application detects the type of de...
	These styles are easily done in Blaise 5 and offer benefits such as:
	 The user experience is the same across all devices
	 Using the same application code across all platforms.
	 Same links work across all devices
	 Flexibility for future devices
	We took our converted application Blaise 5 application and added layouts for an iPad, iPhone and a 7” Android tablet. When the Blaise 5 survey is accessed from any one of these devices, the application renders the correct type of layout to fit the scr...

	VI. CONCLUSIONS
	Westat’s process to convert a working Blaise 4 IS instrument to Blaise 5 spanned a number of Blaise 5 versions. As each version was released and bugs were fixed and templates were added or updated we would rerun the Source Converter. This conversion w...
	As we moved past the actual conversion process we discovered a few not so obvious benefits of Blaise 5.  We found that Blaise 5 provides greater flexibility to customize page layouts for our application. As we make changes to the layout, they are inst...
	Though our target platform was the browser, we tested our application on other platforms including the iPad and iPhone. We were able to run our application on both the iPhone and iPad using the Statistics Netherlands Blaise app.
	It is anticipated that future releases of Blaise 5 would include features such as the use of Alien Procedures, incorporating hyperlinks in question text and the ability to duplicate Layout Sets to customize for specific platforms.
	A Questionnaire Guide to Web Accessibility
	Mark M Pierzchala, MMP Survey Services, LLC
	1. An Approach to Achieving Web Instrument Accessibility
	Statistical agencies around the world are required to field accessible web survey instruments. While there are general web accessibility standards (such as the US Section 508), there is little guidance on what accessibility means for a complex web que...
	While this paper uses the term 'accessibility', of equal importance is that the web survey instrument be understandable and useable for a blind user with a screen reader. 'Accessibility' encompasses many disabilities besides blindness such as other vi...
	Most example screens used in this document are based on real-life examples from surveys worked on by the author. For many of the screens there was considerable discussion and experimentation with clients, study directors, specification writers, and pr...
	 Describe some important Blaise IS accessibility features.
	 Motivate organizations to take up and complete this work; that is, produce a standard set of guidelines for web survey accessibility which people can use to judge their instrument's web accessibility and usability for complex screens. This standard ...
	 Compare and contrast visual web design versus aural web design for complex screens.
	 Find ways to make one instrument design work for both sighted and blind users.
	 Give information for Blaise 5 screen accessibility requirements.
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